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Baby Touch and Feel Baby Bunny Roger Priddy 2009-03-17 Baby animals, including rabbits, raccoons, and lambs, enjoy themselves as they rest, climb,
and look for snacks.
Mini Rabbit Not Lost (Mini Rabbit) John Bond 2018-09-06 A deliciously funny debut from a major new talent!
Little Pony Giovanni Caviezel 2014-08 A board book about baby ponies in the shape of a baby pony.
Little Bunny Giovanni Caviezel 2012 Follows a mother rabbit and a bunny as they play with other animals, eat plants, and explore. On board pages.
Little Panda 2010 Illustrates activities pandas enjoy, including snuggling with their mothers, climbing trees, and eating bamboo, in a book in the shape of a
panda. On board pages.
Out of My Mind Sharon M. Draper 2012-05 Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a
technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
The Velveteen Rabbit Margery Williams 2018-04-17 "Here was once a velveteen rabbit, and in the beginning he was really splendid. He was fat and
bunchy, as a rabbit should be; his coat was spotted brown and white, he had real thread whiskers, and his ears were lined with pink sateen. On Christmas
morning, when he sat wedged in the top of the Boy's stocking, with a sprig of holly between his paws, the effect was charming." First published in 1922,
Margery Williams's beloved children's tale of a toy rabbit's quest to become real has enchanted adults and children alike. After accompanying the Boy on
many adventures, the Rabbit learns of his tragic fate—and upon being set outside on the eve of his destruction, magic happens. Originally illustrated by
William Nicholson, this beloved story has been adapted for stage and screen numerous times since its publication. Be it mystery, romance, drama,
comedy, politics, or history, great literature stands the test of time. ClassicJoe proudly brings literary classics to today's digital readers, connecting those
who love to read with authors whose work continues to get people talking. Look for other fiction and non'fiction classics from ClassicJoe.
Bunny Roo, I Love You Melissa Marr 2017-01-10 A mother makes her baby feel safe by sharing how all kinds of mama animals care for their little ones.
Alice in wonderland Lewis Carroll 1980
Goodnight Moon Margaret Wise Brown 2016-11-08 In this classic of children's literature, beloved by generations of readers and listeners, the quiet poetry
of the words and the gentle, lulling illustrations combine to make a perfect book for the end of the day. In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is a little
bunny. "Goodnight room, goodnight moon." And to all the familiar things in the softly lit room—to the picture of the three little bears sitting on chairs, to the

clocks and his socks, to the mittens and the kittens, to everything one by one—the little bunny says goodnight. One of the most beloved books of all time,
Goodnight Moon is a must for every bookshelf and a time-honored gift for baby showers and other special events.
Little Bunny Dreamer Shai Lighter 2021-03-15 Bini the Bunny has so many dreams...but every time he tells his animal friends about his new plans, they
ridicule him with hysterical (and comical-sounding) laughter. Can Bini believe in himself and achieve his goals despite what others tell him? Little Bunny
Dreamer is a fun and encouraging story that inspires children and adults alike, to follow their biggest dreams. Get ready to laugh, explore, believe, and be
taken by surprise.
You're My Little Bunny Claire Freedman 2010-01-01 A bunny spends the day with his mother, hopping in the clover fields, digging a burrow, and taking a
nap. On board pages.
Little Bunny Foo Foo 2004 In an adaptation of the children's song, the good fairy tells of her efforts to make the naughty bunny behave and what happens
when these efforts fail. Includes the song's words and music and instructions for finger play to accompany song.
Bunny Mona Awad 2019-06-11 "Jon Swift + Witches of Eastwick + Kelly 'Get In Trouble' Link + Mean Girls + Creative Writing Degree Hell! No punches
pulled, no hilarities dodged, no meme unmangled! O Bunny you are sooo genius!" —Margaret Atwood, via Twitter "A wild, audacious and ultimately
unforgettable novel." —Michael Schaub, Los Angeles Times "Awad is a stone-cold genius." —Ann Bauer, The Washington Post The Vegetarian meets
Heathers in this darkly funny, seductively strange novel from the acclaimed author of 13 Ways of Looking at a Fat Girl "We were just these innocent girls in
the night trying to make something beautiful. We nearly died. We very nearly did, didn't we?" Samantha Heather Mackey couldn't be more of an outsider in
her small, highly selective MFA program at New England's Warren University. A scholarship student who prefers the company of her dark imagination to
that of most people, she is utterly repelled by the rest of her fiction writing cohort--a clique of unbearably twee rich girls who call each other "Bunny," and
seem to move and speak as one. But everything changes when Samantha receives an invitation to the Bunnies' fabled "Smut Salon," and finds herself
inexplicably drawn to their front door--ditching her only friend, Ava, in the process. As Samantha plunges deeper and deeper into the Bunnies' sinister yet
saccharine world, beginning to take part in the ritualistic off-campus "Workshop" where they conjure their monstrous creations, the edges of reality begin to
blur. Soon, her friendships with Ava and the Bunnies will be brought into deadly collision. The spellbinding new novel from one of our most fearless
chroniclers of the female experience, Bunny is a down-the-rabbit-hole tale of loneliness and belonging, friendship and desire, and the fantastic and terrible
power of the imagination. Named a Best Book of 2019 by TIME, Vogue, Electric Literature, and The New York Public Library
Little Chimp 2017-02-01 This book is perfectly sized for little hands! Toddlers will love watching Mom teach Little Chimp how to swing from trees, gather
food, and more. Fun pictures and an amusing story get even more delightful when their own Mommy or Daddy reads it to them.
The Velveteen Rabbit Komako Sakai 2012 A simplified retelling of Margery Williams' tale of a toy which, by the time he is dirty, worn out, and about to be
burned, has almost given up hope of ever finding the magic called Real.
Hippity, Hoppity, Little Bunny Cottage Door Press 2018-11-13 Read and play along with this rhyming story about a bunny, its bird friends, and Easter eggs!
Filled with colorful spring illustrations and featuring a fun finger puppet toy built into the book, this board book encourages interactive play, hand-eye
coordination, and language development in your little one. Babies and toddlers learn best when they are playing, especially when their grown-ups share in
the fun! Collect the entire series in the Finger Puppet Collection! This rhyming story entertains while teaching language patterns The adorable bunny finger
puppet encourages interactive play between little ones and their grown ups Soft plush and a rhyming story combine to provide both tactile and verbal
learning opportunities Practice hand-eye coordination while enjoying together time A must-have addition to Easter baskets and gifts!
The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher Beatrix Potter 2010-05-28 This original, authorised version has been lovingly recreated electronically for the first time, with
reproductions of Potter's unmistakeable artwork optimised for use on colour devices such as the iPad. The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher endures as one of
Beatrix Potter's most popular and well-loved tales. It tells of an optimistic and slightly accident-prone frog, who sets off on a fishing expedition across the
pond, only to find himself bitten on the toe bt a water-beetle, fighting with a stickleback, and eventually nearly eaten by a trout! The Tale of Jeremy Fisher

is number seven in Beatrix Potter's series of 23 little books, the titles of which are as follows: 1 The Tale of Peter Rabbit 2 The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin 3
The Tailor of Gloucester 4 The Tale of Benjamin Bunny 5 The Tale of Two Bad Mice 6 The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle 7 The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher 8
The Tale of Tom Kitten 9 The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck 10 The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies 11 The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse 12 The Tale of Timmy
Tiptoes 13 The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse 14 The Tale of Mr. Tod 15 The Tale of Pigling Bland 16 The Tale of Samuel Whiskers 17 The Tale of The Pie
and the Patty-Pan 18 The Tale of Ginger and Pickles 19 The Tale of Little Pig Robinson 20 The Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit 21 The Story of Miss Moppet
22 Appley Dapply's Nursery Rhymes 23 Cecily Parsley's Nursery Rhymes
The Little Rabbit Judy Dunn 2016 Sarah's Easter gift rabbit becomes her constant companion and eventually gives birth to seven little bunnies.
Little Duckling 2011 Follows a mother duck and her ducklings as they hatch and explore their new world. On board pages.
Hungry Bunny Claudia Rueda 2018-09-11 It's fall, which means it's the perfect time for mama's apple pie. The only problem? These apples are hard to
reach! But Bunny has some ideas. Young readers will delight in using the red ribbon to help Bunny reach new heights and pick those tasty apples. But the
fun doesn't end there! Readers will also rock the book back and forth and turn it round and round for a one-of-a-kind roller-coaster adventure on Bunny's
way home. Claudia Rueda shakes up the reading experience once again in this delightful sequel to Bunny Slopes.
Goodnight Moon Classic Library Margaret Wise Brown 2011-10-25 Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown Pictures by Clement Hurd In a great green
room, tucked away in bed, is a little bunny. “Goodnight room, goodnight moon.” And to all the familiar things in the softly lit room— to the picture of the
three little bears sitting on chairs, to the clocks and his socks, to the mittens and the kittens, to everything one by one—the little bunny says goodnight. In
this classic of children’s literature, beloved by generations of readers and listeners, the quiet poetry of the words and the gentle, lulling illustrations combine
to make a perfect book for the end of the day.
Pat the Bunny Dorothy Kunhardt 1968 The original classic touch and feel book that has been entertaining babies for over 60 years.
The Story of the Easter Bunny Katherine Tegen 2007-01-23 On a snow-cold day in a snug little house . . . Everyone knows that the Easter Bunny comes
every year with a basket of painted eggs and chocolates. But who is the Easter Bunny, and what is his story? At last, the famous bunny's secrets are
revealed in this delightful tale perfect for springtime!a
Babies Love Easter R. I. Redd 2017-12-15 Illustrations and simple text introduce Easter traditions.
Little Puppy Giovanni Caviezel 2012 Illustrates activities puppies enjoy, including snuggling with their mothers, playing outside, chasing ducklings, and
going on adventures, in a book in the shape of a puppy. On board pages.
The Tale of Peter Rabbit Beatrix Potter 1907 Peter disobeys his mother by going into Mr. McGregor's garden and almost gets caught.
Somebunny Loves You Rose Rossner 2021-02-02 Tell your egg-stra special little peep that they make you very hoppy with this punderful book! Filled with
adorable illustrations, a heartfelt message, and charming puns all ages can enjoy, Somebunny Loves You is a sweet story families will love to read and
share together. Put some spring in your step with this board book and shower love on your little one. It's an egg-straordinary way to celebrate Easter and
springtime! The perfect gift for: Babies and toddlers ages 0-3. Made just for their little hands! Easter basket Springtime Farm lovers Baby showers
Birthdays and more! Somebunny loves you. Psst... that bunny is me! You're my favorite peep. You fill my heart with glee.
Furry Bunny Annie Auerbach 2018 As Baby Bunny explores the fields, the reader is invited to find objects in the pictures.
Bunny Slopes Claudia Rueda 2016-10-04 Time to tackle the bunny slope! Shake to help Bunny make it snow, tilt to help Bunny ski down the slope, and
turn to help Bunny escape a cliff in his path. Is there any obstacle Bunny can't conquer? Bringing grins and guffaws with each turn of the page, readers will
find Claudia Rueda's innovative bookmaking as entertaining as the twists and turns of a ski slope—and as satisfying as a cozy cup of hot cocoa.
Little Lamb 2018
I Am a Little Rabbit Francois Crozat 1990-03-01 Follows a baby rabbit as he travels alone through the forest looking for his family. On board pages.
Small Bunny's Blue Blanket Tatyana Feeney 2012-08-29 Small Bunny does everything with Blue Blanket. Blue Blanket helps him paint the best pictures,

go the highest on the swings, and read the hardest words. They need each other. But one day, Small Bunny's mother insists Blue Blanket needs to be
washed. She says Blue Blanket will be as good as new after. But Bunny isn't sure he likes new. Will his friend ever be the same?
Untamed Glennon Doyle 2020-03-10 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • OVER TWO MILLION COPIES SOLD! “Packed with incredible insight about
what it means to be a woman today.”—Reese Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club Pick) In her most revealing and powerful memoir yet, the activist, speaker,
bestselling author, and “patron saint of female empowerment” (People) explores the joy and peace we discover when we stop striving to meet others’
expectations and start trusting the voice deep within us. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY O: The Oprah Magazine • The
Washington Post • Cosmopolitan • Marie Claire • Bloomberg • Parade • “Untamed will liberate women—emotionally, spiritually, and physically. It is
phenomenal.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of City of Girls and Eat Pray Love This is how you find yourself. There is a voice of longing inside each woman.
We strive so mightily to be good: good partners, daughters, mothers, employees, and friends. We hope all this striving will make us feel alive. Instead, it
leaves us feeling weary, stuck, overwhelmed, and underwhelmed. We look at our lives and wonder: Wasn’t it all supposed to be more beautiful than this?
We quickly silence that question, telling ourselves to be grateful, hiding our discontent—even from ourselves. For many years, Glennon Doyle denied her
own discontent. Then, while speaking at a conference, she looked at a woman across the room and fell instantly in love. Three words flooded her mind:
There She Is. At first, Glennon assumed these words came to her from on high. But she soon realized they had come to her from within. This was her own
voice—the one she had buried beneath decades of numbing addictions, cultural conditioning, and institutional allegiances. This was the voice of the girl
she had been before the world told her who to be. Glennon decided to quit abandoning herself and to instead abandon the world’s expectations of her. She
quit being good so she could be free. She quit pleasing and started living. Soulful and uproarious, forceful and tender, Untamed is both an intimate memoir
and a galvanizing wake-up call. It is the story of how one woman learned that a responsible mother is not one who slowly dies for her children, but one who
shows them how to fully live. It is the story of navigating divorce, forming a new blended family, and discovering that the brokenness or wholeness of a
family depends not on its structure but on each member’s ability to bring her full self to the table. And it is the story of how each of us can begin to trust
ourselves enough to set boundaries, make peace with our bodies, honor our anger and heartbreak, and unleash our truest, wildest instincts so that we
become women who can finally look at ourselves and say: There She Is. Untamed shows us how to be brave. As Glennon insists: The braver we are, the
luckier we get.
So Many Bunnies Board Book Rick Walton 2000-03-01 Old Mother Rabbit lived in a shoe. She had twenty-six children and knew what to do. From Abel,
who sleeps on a table, to Zed who sleeps on the shed, help Mother Rabbit tuck a whole alphabet of adorable little bunnies in for the night.
Home for a Bunny Margaret Wise Brown 2012 In the spring a young rabbit searches the forest for a place to make his home.
The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane Kate DiCamillo 2009 Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves only himself until he is
separated from the little girl who adores him and travels across the country, acquiring new owners and listening to their hopes, dreams, and histories. Jr
Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide available. Reprint.
Mini Rabbit Come Home (Mini Rabbit) John Bond 2021-03-18 Mini Rabbit is back in another adventure from leading new talent John Bond!
Little Fires Everywhere (Movie Tie-In) Celeste Ng 2020-03-17 The #1 New York Times bestseller! Now a Hulu original series starring Reese Witherspoon
and Kerry Washington. “I read Little Fires Everywhere in a single, breathless sitting.” —Jodi Picoult “To say I love this book is an understatement. It’s a
deep psychological mystery about the power of motherhood, the intensity of teenage love, and the danger of perfection. It moved me to tears.” —Reese
Witherspoon “Extraordinary . . . books like Little Fires Everywhere don't come along often.” —John Green From the bestselling author of Everything I Never
Told You, a riveting novel that traces the intertwined fates of the picture-perfect Richardson family and the enigmatic mother and daughter who upend their
lives. In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is planned—from the layout of the winding roads, to the colors of the
houses, to the successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no one embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson, whose guiding principle is
playing by the rules. Enter Mia Warren—an enigmatic artist and single mother—who arrives in this idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, and

rents a house from the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more than tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter pair.
But Mia carries with her a mysterious past and a disregard for the status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community. When old family
friends of the Richardsons attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically divides the town—and puts Mia and Elena
on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets in Mia’s past. But her obsession will come at
unexpected and devastating costs. Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of secrets, the nature of art and identity, and the ferocious pull of
motherhood—and the danger of believing that following the rules can avert disaster. Named a Best Book of the Year by: People, The Washington Post,
Bustle, Esquire, Southern Living, The Daily Beast, GQ, Entertainment Weekly, NPR, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, iBooks, Audible, Goodreads, Library
Reads, Book of the Month, Paste, Kirkus Reviews, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and many more... Perfect for book clubs! Visit celesteng.com for discussion
guides and more.
You Weren't With Me Chandra Ghosh Ippen 2019-02-14 Little Rabbit and Big Rabbit are together after a difficult separation, but Little Rabbit is not yet
ready to cuddle up and receive Big Rabbit's love. Little Rabbit needs Big Rabbit to understand what it felt like when they were apart. This story was
designed to help parents and children who have experienced difficult separations.
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